
 

Headshot 

Teckil “Teddy” Lenleck 
Corsair, Equite, Unaffiliated 
Dark Side Path,Merc, Hunter 
Ewok Male, right-handed 
Height: 1.25m, Weight: 80kgs  

Saber 

Physical Description  Preferred Weapons 

Teckil was slightly taller than average height, with a 
thin build for a ewok. His greyish brown fur hints at 
his age but it’s the scars on his left side of his body 
that stand out the most. Being a young ewok living 
in a village far from the fighting of the Battle of 
Endor it was the impact of falling Death Star debris 
that not only left him injured and disfigured, but his 
mind was twisted watching his village and his family 
destroyed by the raining firing. 
 
Teckil wears a half leather mask that covers his 
disfigured face and his blinded eye along with a 
modified ewokian hunting outfit. This leather and 
skin outfit almost covers his hairless left side to 
protect his skin and provide the warmth his natural 
fur would have provided.  

A set of tribal weapons: hunting Knife, Harchet, a 
bow and a shortsword. Along with a more modern 
Engery bow and a Merr-Sonn Q2 Holdout Blaster. 

General Aspects 

The secret of the ooze  
When he was found by a rebel patrol sent to put out 
the forest fires he was found lying near a highly 
radioactive piece of equipment. This not only cause 
a lot of his hair to fall out but it mutated his body to 
allow him the use of more modern weapons but 
also his mind to the point where he now could not 
only understand basic but speak a broken form of it 
as well. Unfortunately these mutations and the 
mental trauma he's suffered occasionally causes him 
physical pain and mental anguish as he struggles 
with what has happened to him and why he is still 
alive.  

 Small enough not to be noticed 
Due to his small stature and the fact he is an ewok 
most people do not pay attention to Teckil at all. 
This underestimation allows him to move more 
freely and get into places he should never be 
allowed to be making it easier to sneak up on his 
targets. If he is noticed especially in a public square 
he instantly becomes the center of attention. Ewoks 
are not know the be seen off Endor and due to his 
injuries he is hit with a wave of sympathy and well 
wishers that it is almost impossible to get away 
without pulling a weapon.  

Personality Aspects 

A spider in wait 
Ever since he was “rescued” he lived with the crew 
of the medical ship he recovered on. Using his newly 
earned intelligence he learned all he could from the 
crew by befriending them. He learned of the Empire 
and the rebels and what really happened to his 
world. He has a habit of learning all he can from  his 
“caretakers” then murdering them and then 
allowing himself to be rescued again and repeating 

 Murder “Teddy” Bear 
Teckil has learned to use he deformities to earn the 
trust and occasionally the pity of his soon to be 
victims. Using this allows his victims to lower their 
guard and in many cases let him get closer they he 
really should be. He likes to wait till he earns the 
complete trust of his victims before killing them in 
their sleep or otherwise unprepared.  



the process. Learning then taking his revenge for 
what they did to him.  
 
He currently is the ship “mascot” in the INQ fleet.  

His ultimate goal to to get revenge on every 
rebel/imperial soldier he can find, but he relishes in 
the rare occasion he is presented with the 
opportunity to exact revenge on his true enemy and 
that is any force user he comes in contact with. It’s 
safe to say if he can link you to the destruction of 
Endor he will try and murder you. His ultimate 
satisfaction is to stare into his victim's eyes as he 
plunges his blade into them watching their eyes go 
dark as they die.  

Combat Aspects 

I’ll cut a Bitch 
He prefers to kill his prey with his tribal short sword 
he had years of training with it as a child for the 
defense of his village but since his skills have been 
honed to be a proficient user of the weapon. If he 
doesn’t have the element of surprise he does 
struggle more with defeating a highly trained 
fighter.  

 Hunter in wait 
Relying on his years of hunting skills taught to him 
by his father and village elders XXX is deft at waiting 
long periods in ambush for his prey to enter his trap. 
He is able to employ all manner of simple weapons 
for his kills, from bladed, blunt and his his trusty 
bow  there normally isn’t a trap he can’t set that will 
earn him a kill. His stealth abilities only have 
increased since leaving endor coupled with being 
able to not be noticed in a crowd he has become a 
master of the waiting game.  

 

 

Skills  Force Powers N/A 

Sovereign (+6)  Grand Master (+6)  

Master (+5)  Master (+5)  

Adept (+4) Bladed weapons Adept (+4)  

Proficient (+3) Manipulation, Subterfuge Disciple (+3)  

Trained (+2) Misc Weapons, Blaster, 
Survival, Resolve, 
Perception, Intellect, Blunt 
Weapons, Tactics and 
Investigation 

Studied (+2)  

Learned (+1) Endurance, Pri MA form, 
slugthrowers, Athletics, 
Medicine, Explosives, 
Crafting, Beast Riding and 
Dual wielding 

Initiate (+1)  



 

Feats  Specializations 

Assess the situation Primary Lightsaber Form N/A 

Elusive Prey Secondary Lightsaber Form  

Poison weapons Primary Martial Art Mandalorian Core 

Disarming smile Secondary Martial Art  

Familiar Steel Languages Basic, ewokese 

Trick Shots Lore  

Classic Misdirection    

Down Scope    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


